1. Theorems. A real Banach space X will be called injective(2) if for every Banach space Y and subspace Y0, every linear operation(3) T0:Y0^> X can be extended to a linear operation T : Y-* X. An equivalent condition is this: for every Banach space Z containing X as a subspace, there exists a projection from Z onto X. The class of injective spaces is usually denoted by ^S, and tys denotes the class of all spaces X for which such a projection can always be found with norm ^ s. If X e *ß, then X e ^8S for some s S; 1 ; the infimum p(X) of such numbers 5 is called the projection constant of X, and is called exact if the infimum is attained. Any Banach space Y can be isometrically embedded into a space Z belonging to <^1; and Yetys if and only if there exists a projection(4) P : Z-> Y with || F I ^ s from this particular space, the best constant being independent of the choice of Z and of the embedding(5). If X $ ^3, we shall write p(X) = oo.
Two questions are considered in this paper. The first is the projection constants of spaces C(S). The simplest example of a space C(S) belonging to S$ but not to $1 is (8) X = {xeC(ßN) :x(Í!) = x(í2)}, where tt and t2 are two points of ßN\N; in other words, S is obtained by identification of two nonisolated points of ßN. We shall show that all the numbers 1,2, 7/3, •••, 3 -2/n, -, 3 are projection constants of spaces C(S) (in our examples, they are exact), but we do not know what other numbers are possible.
The theorem below establishes some necessary and some sufficient conditions concerning the possible projection constants of spaces C(S) in terms of the Gleason map of S. A. M. Gleason [12] has proved the following theorem: For each compact S there exists a unique extremally disconnected compact space Gs with a unique irreducible(9) map gs from Gs onto S. We shall call Gs the Gleason space of S and gs the Gleason map of S. Define the order t(S) of the Gleason map as the least integer n such that all inverse sets gs_1(0> teS, consist of at most n points, and i(S) = oo if no such integer exists; i(S) has a simple topological characterization (see Lemma 7 below).
Theorem 1(10). Let pc(S) be the projection constant ofC(S), S being a compact
Hausdorff space. Then (ii) If Pc(S) < 2 then pc(S) = 1.
(iii) If i(S) = n and only a finite number of inverse sets ggl(t), te S, contain more than one point, then pc(S) = 3 -2/n.
(iv) There are spaces S such that pc(S) = 3.
This leaves the problem of topological characterization of spaces S for which C(S) is injective entirely open. Neither of the conditions pc(S) < oo, i(S) < oo, implies the other. (8) In the category of compact spaces and continuous mappings, extremally disconnected spaces are just those which are projective (cf. Gleason [12] , Rainwater [30] ), and in the category of Banach spaces, ^3 is just the class of injective spaces. If we consider C(S) as a dual of S, then this example shows that the duals of projectives are injective but injectivity of the dual need not imply the projectivity of a compact space.
(9) A continuous map f : A-*B will be called irreducible iff(A) = Bbut/(F) ,¿ Bfor any proper closed subset F of A. Uniqueness here means that for such Gs, gs and G's,gs there is a homeomorphism h from G's onto Gs such that gs -gs ■ h.
(io) while this paper was being typed, Professor Branko Grünbaum informed us of results similar to Theorem 1 obtained simultaneously by D. Amir. Added in prooff. Amir's paper has been published in Bull. Res. Council Israel 11 (1962) .
The second topic considered in the paper is exactness of the projection constant of a Banach space. The question has been raised whether the projection constant of every space X e ^S is exact. The answer is no and it follows from the following theorem.
Theorem 2. Let S be a compact space containing infinitely many nonisolated points. Then there exists a Radon (= regular finite Borel signed) measure p on S such that the hyperplane X= IxeC(S) : fxd/t = o| does not admit any projection P : C(S) -* X with norm || P || ^ 2. For spaces S containing only finitely many nonisolated points, there is no such measure^1).
Combine this theorem with the fact that any Banach space Z can be projected onto any of its hyperplanes by projections with norm < 2 + e, for arbitrary e > 0(12). We conclude: Every infinite dimensional space in ^ contains a hyperplane having the nonexact projection constant 2.
B. Grünbaum has asked whether the projection constant of every finite dimensional space is exact. The answer is yes and may be stated in more general form as follows.
Theorem 3. Let X be a subspace of a Banach space Z admitting a projection P:Z-*X and let X be isometric to the conjugate space of a Banach space Y. Then there exists a projection P0:Z-*X such that for any projection P:Z^Xwehave ||P||^ ||P0||.
In particular, if Xety, then application of Theorem 3 to a space Ze^j containing X yields the conclusion: If Xety and X is a conjugate space, then the projection constant of X is exact.
The paper is concluded with some remarks and problems about projection constants.
2. Proofs. Besides that in the preceding section, let us establish the following notation. S, S0, Sit ••■ will denote always compact Hausdorff spaces and C(S) (n) Let rx be the set of ordinals smaller than or equal to o, compact in the order topology. ra has just one limit point and rai has infinitely many of them, but C(rm) is isomorphic to C(Tmi). Thus, the existence of projections of norm |P|| ^ 2 onto each hyperplane is not an isomorphic invariant.
Dr. Joram Lindenstrauss recently informed us that he had proved the following: if the projection constant of a Banach space is equal to one, it is exact. At the same time, Dr. A. Pelczynski proved that for each number s > 1 there exists a space X such that p(X) is equal to j and is not exact.
(12) This result of Bohnenblust [4] has been discussed by Grünbaum [16] who has proved the existence of a hyperplane Hinli which does not admit any projection P: /i<-.ffwith||P|| ^2. Since h $ ^3, this example did not answer the question on exactness. We begin with some lemmas which will be stated without proof. Lemma 1. Let F be a closed nowhere dense subset of an e.d. compact space E and let S be the quotient space obtained by the identification of all points of F. Then S is compact, E = Gs, the identification map is the Gleason map of S. If F is infinite, i(S) = oo.
Lemma 2. Let Fu F2 be two nowhere dense disjoint closed subsets of an e.d. compact space E and let h:Fl-*F2 be a homeomorphism onto. Then S obtained by pairwise identification of the points t and h(t) is compact, E = GS, the identification map is the Gleason map of S and i(S) = 2. Let <t>k = P(Xuk) and c* = W«*) = <£*(";) for fc-'' = 1.-.»• Then S^t = F( Hxvk) = 1 whence Sct = 1. Choose i so that ct ^ 1/n. Let /= 2xVi -1 and q = g/where Q = I -P: C(G¡¡) -> {x : Fx = 0}. Then q(u¡) =f(u¡)-(2c¡-í) = 2 -2c¡ ^ 2 -2/n. Given any e > 0, there is w0egsl (H¡) such that q(w0) > 2 -2n~l -e. Let h0 : S -> [0,2] be such that h0(gs(w0)) = 2 and (13) By a perfect set we mean a nonempty closed dense-in-itself set. h0(t) = 0 for teS\Hh and let h = h0-gs. Then heZ, h(v) = 0 for v e Gs \ Ut, \f(v) -h(v) |^1 for ve U, and f(w0) -h(w0) = -1, whence || h -f\\ = 1, P(h -f) = h -f-Q(h) + Q(f) = Ji-/ + q and (ft -/+ g)(w0) = 2-1 + q(w0) > 3 -2n~ ' -e. Thus, || P | 2ï 3 -2n ' and (i) has been proved.
(ii) follows from (i), because if pc(S) < 2, then gs must be one-to-one. (iii) follows from Lemma 4 and (iv) follows from (iii) and Lemma 5. (iv) can be also proved in another way: Take any e.d. dense-in-itself compact space if (i.e., the Stone space of a complete atomless Boolean algebra). There exists ßNx containing if as a retract (cf. Rainwater [30] ); obviously, if c ßNx \ Nx. Consider S obtained from ßNx by shrinking if into a point. By Lemma 3, there is a projection P3 from C(ßNx) onto the subspace of functions constant on if, of norm less than or equal to 3. So pc(S) ^ 3; pc(S) < 3 would contradict (i) as the identification map ßNx -* S is the Gleason map (by Lemma 1).
Proof of Theorem 2. Let S be compact, with infinitely many nonisolated points; let {tk} be an infinite nowhere dense set (Lemma 8) with a limit point t0 such that t0^tk for /c = l,2, •••. Define a0= -1/2; for n = l,2, •••, define a" as 1/2"+ '. Let p be the atomic measure Z¡¡ " o a"e,n. The norm || p. || is 1 ; the support M of ¡x is the closure of {tk}. Consider any P : C(S) -> Zp; necessarily P(x) = x -p(x)u for some u e C(S) such that ¡x(u) = 1. Since ¡i does not attain its norm, || u I > 1; we may write | u || > 1/(1 -e), e > 0. There is an open set Vez S, such that VnM = 0 and either u(t) > (1 -e)'1 on F or -u(t) > (1 -s)~l on V. Take x such that || x || = 1 and p(x) > 1 -e; let y coincide with x on (S\ V) U M, but at some point ;; of F, let y(v) = -sgn u(v) ^ 0. This can be done with \\y\\ = 1.
Since y = x on M, fx(y) > 1 -e. Then || P(y) || = | y -p(y)u || > 2 as \y(v) -Ky)u(v)\> | -1 -(1 -£)(1 -e)"1 | = 2. Now, suppose that S has only finitely many nonisolated points. Given any Radon measure p. on S with p(S) = 1, we have to prove that there exists P : C(S) -» X" with || P || g 2. If the measure is concentrated on nonisolated points, there exists u e C(S) such that || w || = 1 and p(u) = 1, whence P(x) = x -p(x)u has the desired property ; in the contrary case we apply Lemma 9.
Proof of Theorem 3. The relation ij/(z,y) = (Tz)y establishes a one-to-one iso metrically isomorphic correspondence from the space B(Z,X) of linear operations from Z to X onto the space H(Z,Y) of bilinear functionals on Z x Y. Let {zx}x e A and {yß}ß e B be normalized Hamel bases for Z and Y, respectively. The is homeomorphic to a Tichonov cube. Since the unit cell K = {TeB(Z,X) :\\T\\ z% 1} is mapped onto a closed subset of K0, K is compact. Now, if P" : Z -» X are projections and \\P"\\ £s + n~\ then any limit point P of P" in this topology is a projection P : Z ->■ X and || P || f¿ s. 3 . Remarks and problems. We begin by showing some counterexamples. Proposition 1. There exists S such that i(S) = 2 and pc(S) = oo.
Proof. Let JV', JV" be two countable discrete spaces, h :ßN' -> ßN" an identification homeomorphism, let Q = jSJV' U ßN" (as disjoint copies) and X = {xeC(Q):x(i) = x(h(i)) for all teßN'\N'}.
Then X is isometric to a space C(S) and t(S) = 2 by Lemma 2. On the other hand, let (Tx)(0 = x(i) for teßN' and (Tx)(t) = x(t) -x(h~\t)) for ie/?JV". Then
Tis an isomorphism from X onto C(Q | ßN"\N") and the last space is obviously isomorphic to the Cartesian product of C(ßN) and C(ßN\ßN\N).
In turn, C(ßN\ßN\N) is isometric to the space c0 of sequences convergent to 0. Thus, X $ $P, because if X were injective, so would c0 be, contradicting a well-known theorem of Phillips [29, p. 539 ].
Proposition 2. There exists S such that i(S) = oo ana pc(S) = 3.
Such an example was considered in the proof of Theorem 1.
Proposition
3. There exists S such that i(S) = 2, pc(S) = 2, but infinitely many inverse sets contain more than one point.
Indeed, let S0 be obtained by identification of two nonisolated points of ßN and let S be ß of the union of K0 disjoint copies of S0.
Another construction of spaces with pc(S) < oo can be obtained by the following generalization of Lemma 4. We omit the proofs. Many problems have been raised on the class ^3 and some of them seem to be difficult. Besides those in [23; 25] , and others, the following ones seem to be open.
Theorem 3 gives a sufficient condition for exactness of a projection constant, but not necessary. There exist spaces in ^3X which are not isometric to any conjugate space (cf. Dixmier [9], Kelley [18] , Wada [40] ; the simplest example is the space of bounded Baire functions on an interval modulo null functions, but this space is isomorphic to C(ßN) (cf. [25, p. 223 ; 33]) (14) . Problem 1. Let XeSß1. Is X isomorphic to a conjugate space"! There are spaces in ^3X which are not isomorphic to any space C(ßNx), Na being a discrete space of power X x (cf. [25, p. 223 The second part is related to the problem of estimation of the infimum of the norms of simultaneous extensions of continuous functions from a given sub- (14) A. Pelczynski has remarked that if a space C(S) is isomorphic to the conjugate space of a Banach space, then C(S) e ^3. Indeed, by a theorem of Dixmier [8, p. 1066] , for every Banach space X, there exists a projection of norm 1 from X** * onto the canonical image of X* in X*** and the second dual of any space C(5) is in ^3i. space S0 of a space S. There are some sufficient conditions for existence of such T: C(S0)-+C(S) with || f|| = 1 (Borsuk [5] , Kakutani, Dugundji [10] and others), but little is known about the case || T|| > 1.
Problem 4. Suppose pc(S) < oo. Must this projection constant be exact"? Must C(S) be isomorphic to a space ofty^. Now, given a Banach space X, let Xs be the set of all functionals x** of the bidual X** which are sequentially continuous with respect to the weak topology a(X*, X), i.e., such that the condition x*(x) -» 0 for all x e X implies x**(x*)-> 0.
Lemma 11. If t**:X**->Y** is the biconjugate of a linear operator T-.X-+Y, then T**(XS) c Ys.
The proof is trivial. Let © be the class of Banach spaces X such that Xs = X**.
A. Grothendieck [14, p. 168] has proved that "pc ©. There are complete Boolean algebras A with A/R being not cr-complete. E.g., ßN\ JV is the Stone space of the algebra of subsets of JV modulo finite subsets, which is not a-complete (Sierpiñski [34] ), but C(ßN\N) = m/c0e(5.
Problem 5. Do C(ßNx\Na) belong to ^ß? Pelczyñski and Sudakov [28] have proved that if S is the Stone space of the algebra of all countable subsets of an uncountable set and their complements, then C(S)t<$ though C(S)e©(15).
By a theorem of Banach [3, p. 124] and Dixmier [8, p. 1060 ], if X is separable, then Xs is just the canonical image of X in X**. This is the way Grothendieck [14] has proved that any separable injective Banach space must be finite dimensional (for another proof, see [25, p. 222] ).
(15) J. Lindenstrauss has pointed out that a space X* considered in §3 of [21] does not belong to ty though there exists a linear operation from C(ßN) onto X* (whence X* e ©). Another example is due to A. Pelczyñski: If S contains a perfect subset, then the dual of C(S) contains isomorphically the space L [27, p. 214] and L contains L2 (spanned on Rademacher functions). Considering an adjoint operation, we get a linear operation from C(S) onto L2. Conversely, if C(£) can be mapped onto L2, then S contains a perfect set). Proposition 9. Let C(S) e (5. Then no infinite closed subset of S is metrisable. In particular, the only Gd-points of S are the isolated ones and the derivative of S is dense-in-itself. Problem 6. Characterize topologically those Borel subsets A of S such that the functional x**(p) = p(A) (defined for all Radon measures on S) belongs to Xs where X = C(S), i.e., such that fxdp" -* Ofor all x e C(S) implies p"(A)-fO.
There are some sufficient conditions; e.g., if A is closed and every Gá-set containing A is a neighborhood of A, then A has this property (cf. [32] ).
Problem 7. Let XeSf, and be infinite dimensional. Is X isomorphic to its Cartesian square"!
